Complex interpersonal trauma and dissociative defenses result in a pervasive sense of powerlessness and profound sense of shame. Dysfunctional dynamics of childhood abuse lead to a sense of innate “badness”. Secrecy, isolation, and neglect, combined with the inability to stop abuse triggers internalized blame; resulting in self-destructive behaviors, re-victimization, and on-going interpersonal difficulties. These same dysfunctional patterns of shame and powerlessness complicate and confound the therapeutic process.

Dissociation, while protecting from psychic pain, interrupts the development of mastery and affect modulation. Developing genuine interpersonal power, balancing control and vulnerability, and other hallmarks of healthy relationships are impaired. A cyclical relationship between powerlessness and shame and the double-bind of responsibility without authority keep the client trapped; alternating between failed attempts at dependence and dominance.

This workshop delineates etiological and conceptual dynamics underlying the formation and maintenance of shame. General strategies and specific interventions to reduce the impact of shame and to facilitate client growth are presented. Areas covered include; the relational aspects of healing within the therapeutic relationship, developing and expressing empathic attunement, teaching containment and affect modulation skills, using mindfulness to aid in self-acceptance, and challenging the shame-based messages to provide means to empower the client.

**Learning Objectives:**
At the conclusion of this presentation, participants will be able to:

- Identify the psychological underpinnings of shame
- Delineate how shame impairs personal and relational functioning
- Apply clinical tools to reduce shame in their clients and promote empowerment that leads to client recovery.
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